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Questions

Answers

This is only possible if the scholarship module was used in
those past years. It is not required that you mark the winners
I am noticing that none of our past Boston affiliate there either. It is an optional feature that can be used if you
scholarships have been awarded, per the database. think it would be helpful internally. ,It should be noted that
Can/should I do that after the fact?
when a student is "awarded" a scholarship in the database, it
shows on their profile and is searchable in the student search
area. So it's a great way to track historical winners.

Will the presentation materials be made available to attendees
after the webinar?

Yes, the link to the affiliate virtual meeting recordings:
https://acementortools.org/virtual/#webinars

The ACE Tools section on scholarships has a lot of great info
We are have a huge issue with what criteria we are basing the
on best practices for scholarship criteria, The students that
scholarship on. Since attending meetings was the major
attended any of the National ACE Ventures or other ACE
requirement and deciding factor. What are other affiliates
activities/events outside of the regular sessions could also be
basing their awards on?
used as criteria.
Where do we 'track awards' in the database - Diana just said
this. Can you go over where we report this? I have all awards
info for the past 15 years on a spreadsheet. I could get that
over to you?

In the 'view applicants' we have a simple system for indicating
a student was awarded the scholarship. This would only work
for scholarship records that used the database's scholarship
application.

Several questions related to national scholarship:
What is the target number of scholarships and approximate
amount to be awarded in 2021.
Confirm affiliates can have one applicant for college and one
for trades.
Confirm ACE National is handling the disbursement of CMiC
scholarships.
Still must be seniors with 2 years in ACE?
Any changes in submission criteria or questions from previous
years?

The number of scholarships and amounts will be similar to
previous years.
Yes - affiliates can nominate one student for the college path
and one for an alternative path.
ACE National will handle the disbursement and tracking of the
CMiC Scholarships.
Nominees must be current seniors registered in the database
with at least one previous year of 'ACTIVE' ACE participation.

